Integrated risk management is a journey - not a destination. Through quantification and disciplined evolution - you can make sure your business resiliency and program are maintaining the right momentum.

Achieving Operational Resilience:
Measure with Quantification, Mature with Focus

Quantification provides a more flexible, mathematical language that allows risk managers to calculate, correlate, and communicate their cyber risk in the standard business language of money. With the right technology, risk quantification becomes accessible, understandable, and actionable and is possible regardless of risk management maturity or the amount of data in place.

Over 60% of respondents in the RSA Digital Risk survey stated their companies’ integrated risk management programs were somewhat or quite extensive.

Almost 80% of our customers manage multiple domains of risk on Archer.

Almost 60% have branched out into at least three domains of risk management.

Quantitative measures usually consider risks one by one (instead of in aggregate) and miss the bigger picture.

Low Maturity:
Organizations just starting on their IRM journey should first look to streamline compliance or focus on one type of risk (IT, vendor, BC/DR, etc.) to build momentum.

Medium Maturity:
Organizations that have established programs in individual domains should be working to expand their risk focus and improve visibility, analysis, and metrics.

High Maturity:
Organizations with well-structured programs continue to need to connect risk to the business with cross-functional processes.